October, 2020

BCT Inc., a PCA transportation Company

In honor of the National Truck Driver Appreciation week, Elie and Ron were fortunate to be on the Mark Willis
show on Road Dog Radio, Sirius Channel 146. It was nice to showcase BCT and thank all the Professional
Drivers out there.

BCT manager
thanks drivers
for special efforts

“We wouldn’t be much of a
trucking company without the
drivers who make up our various
fleets across the nation,” said
BCT General Manager Dan
Bernert.

Inside Boise Express
There are photos of drivers throughout this representing various fleets operated by BCT. There will be even more next
month. Not everyone is pictured but we’ll eventually have
photos of some drivers from every fleet with a special Driver’s Appreciation thank you.

Bernert recognized the many
contributions of drivers who routinely serve customers with safe,
on-time deliveries.
“You guys not only deliver the
goods but often the only personal
contact we have with customers,”
Bernert said. “We often hear how
your special efforts solve problems before they become issues.”
The pandemic has complicated the way drivers function this
year, Bernert noted. “This makes
it even more important for us to
let you know how much we truly
appreciate all of you.”
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AFR for 2020 still below 1.0 for the year
BCT and drivers of company
trucks have already hit a milestone after just nine months in
the 2020 books.
With just 1 minor accident, all
fleets have a combined AFR
(Accident Frequency Rate) for
the month of .65. It’s the fifth
month of the year with an AFR of
less than 1.0 ... a new best.
“We’ve logged 13.7 million
miles so far this year with a
monthly average of just 1.3 accidents,” said Randy Bailey. “That
exceeds our annual goal an is on
pace to be a record year.”
Year-to-date, drivers of company trucks have travelled 5.7

million
miles with
six preventable accidents and
an AFR of
1.05. OwnerOperators
have
logged nearly 8 Randy Bailey
million miles with six preventables and an AFR of 0.75 accidents.
“Our ultimate goal would be
zero accidents,” Bailey said, “ But
we are currently turning in some
of the best numbers in the industry for driving safety.”

ACCIDENT FREQUENCY
2020 9-Month AFR
Preventable
Accident*

AFR**

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

2
1
2
0
1
3
0
2
1

1.32
0.71
1.27
0.00
0.70
1.89
0.00
1.32
0.65

Total

12

0.84

*Any accident in which our driver
failed by defensive driving to do
everything reasonable to prevent
the accident.
** The number of preventable
wrecks per million miles of travel.

Welcome to new and returning drivers
who have joined the ranks of BCT, Inc.
and Boise Trucking Operations during
the past month.
Tommy Greer of Cooperas Cove, Texas
September 1 as a new Centerline driver for
Waco.

Richard Barnes of Houston, Texas
transferring September 25 from Centerline
Driver to Company Driver out of Houston.

Nerlan Cabezas Tejeda of Kennewick,
Washington September 9 as a new OwnerOperator out of Wallula.

Antonio Mora of Pasco, Washington
September 30 as a new Spotter for OwnerOperator Robert Hurley.

Matthew Hurley of Columbus, Indiana
September 11 as a new Company Driver at
Columbus.

Earn extra cash!

Toriano Copeland of Houston, Texas
September 25 transferring from Centerline
Driver to A Company Driver at Houston.

Check out our Driver-to-Driver bonus
program for current drivers who help us connect
with future drivers. Page 16.
If you’re an Owner-Operator who knows a
driver who would be a good ‘fit’ for BCT ...

Call 1-800-544-5989, Opt. 5.

Trucking
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Here’s a few of the Columbus drivers receiving a socially distanced and packaged meals
as part of BCT’s Driver Appreciation: Clockwise from upper left) : Nate Critney, Tim Parker
Alan Wiseman, Kevin Elliott, Mike Mohns, Hearold Asbury and Kenny Calendar (center).
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Paul Esparza (above),
Gustavo Mejia (Upper
right) and Audelino Pimentel right) are BCT
Owner Operators working out of the Richland,
Washington plant.
The Richland operation
is one of the newer locations for BCT and is
managed by the Wallula
terminal with Load Planner Matt Blatman.

Trucking

Commerce Terminal Manager Abel Franco provided Pandemic Pastrami, socially distanced meals for his drivers in California. They also received a headlight and BCT tool kit. Pictured are Steven Perea and Carlos Jerez (top left) followed
clockwise by Carlos Jerez, Daniel Getchel and Curtis
Smith.
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Drivers Peter Moldovan and Wayne Willis. Both are enjoying the updated breakroom in Waco.

Working safely gives us a chance to choose
what we do when not on the job. Allentown’s
Steven Weems recently made a road trip to
Maine to stock up for a Friends and Family
Lobsterfest.
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Rain or Shine, the spotters in Waco are always on the ball. Thanks guys for what you do day in and day out.
Pictured from Left to Right, Ray Hysaw, Keric Donahue, Charles Draper and Rodney Ross.
Not pictured are Craig Horne, Albert Taylor and Vernon Fay.

New adverse driving conditions
exception provides flexibility
Revisions to §395.1
(b)(1) allow drivers to extend both their driving
and on-duty limits by 2
hours. The old rule only
permitted drivers to extend their driving limit, but
not their on-duty limit, by
2 hours.
Truck drivers subject to the
14-hour limit will be most affected by the changes.

Benefits of
the new rule
With the expanded hours,
more drivers will be eligible to
use the exception to wait out
unexpected weather or traffic
conditions, rather than trying to
“race the clock” to complete the
run. Drivers will have an added
cushion of on-duty time when

using the exception. All driving
(up to 13 hours for truck drivers
or 12 hours for bus drivers) will
need to be done within 16 consecutive hours for truck drivers
or 17 on-duty hours for bus drivers.

Cautions when using
the exception
The allowable uses of this
exception remain relatively narrow. See the definition of
“adverse driving conditions” in
§395.2.

Motor carriers are obligated
to make sure the adverse conditions were unknowable at the
time of dispatch. Motor carriers
and drivers should check traffic
and weather conditions before
starting a run.
Motor carriers should
make sure drivers are
aware that they cannot
use this exception for
routine weather or traffic
delays. The delay must
be unexpected, and it cannot be
due to normal rush-hour traffic,
vehicle breakdowns, loading or
unloading delays, or an inability
to find parking.
Though not required, drivers
should be advised to enter a
note on their log to indicate
when they’re using the exception and why. Consider requiring
this under company policy.
Key to remember: Use of
this exception is rare today and
will continue to be rare under
the new rules.
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Tavarius Smith

Ken Eaton and his Co-Pilot Cassie

Eric Jenkins

Brad and Mamie Webb
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Tarus Warren
Robert Baxter

Jerry Marshall

Jason Magoon

Adrian Ward
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Driver

Start

Location

BABB, JAMES T
CHANDLER, SAMUEL K

10/10/2019
10/11/2017

DeRidder Trkg
Columbus Container

1
3

Boise Trkg

8

CRAWFORD, STEVEN

10/1/2012

Years

ELLIOTT, KEVIN

10/12/2011

Columbus Container

9

ENGLAND, JOE

10/31/2010

Columbus Container

10

FRANKENFIELD, TIMOTHY

10/11/2013

Allentown Trkg

7

Columbus Container

5

GAMMON, RANDALL

10/2/2015

HURLEY, ROBERT

10/29/1968

Wallula BCT

52

JONES, LARRY

10/1/2019

Jackson BCT

1

MATTHIS, WILLIAM J

10/7/2013

DeRidder Trkg

7

MEJIA, GUSTAVO

10/17/2016

Wallula BCT

4

MOLINA, GUSTAVO A

10/13/2017

Allentown Trkg

3

MUNOZ, FELIPE

10/28/2019

Wallula PCA Dedicated

1

10/8/2018

Allentown Trkg

2

10/10/2018

LCC South BCT

2

SPOHN, VINCENT R
WILLIS, DAVID A

CSA Reports for Owner Operators and Company Drivers
CSA
BASICS

UNSAFE
DRIVING

Intervention
Threshold

HOURS OFSERVICE

DRIVER
FITNESS

VEHICLE
MAINT.

CRASH
INDICAT.

ISS
Score

65%

65%

80%

80%

65%

Aug 12 , 2020

6%

35%

0%

70%

92%

60

Sept 9, 2020

4%

38%

0%

69%

75%

60

Oct.7, 2020

7%

37%

0%

70%

75%

60

Aug 12 , 2020

0%

0%

0%

36%

17%

36

Sept 9, 2020

0%

0%

0%

31%

15%

35

Oct. 7, 2020

1%

0%

0%

30%

14%

35

BCT, Inc.

Company

Inc. = Inconclusive

No Vios = No Violations

* = Exceeds

Improving

Alert
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Winter brings tough
road conditions.
Tony Humburg

Fred
If you’re
an Owner-Operator
McCoy

Recommend a new
Owner-Operator to

BCT and earn cash!

Most accidents can be
avoided if you slow down
and increase following
distance.




Eric Jenkins

“Finding
good OwnerOperators is
important to
BCT. We
feel our own
-Pat Robinson
drivers are
the best source of new
people who meet our
safety and service
standards.”
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From: Mark Kowlzan, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Date: October 1, 2020

As we head into the fourth quarter of 2020, I think about the challenges we have faced this year,
how we have responded and what we need to continue to focus on.
We have encountered a public health crisis that has led to shutdowns, social distancing and historic levels of unemployment. We have confronted historically high numbers of hurricanes in the east
and wildfires of unprecedented scale in the west. PCA has responded with courage and focus to all of
these challenges. In my role, I have the opportunity to see all of PCA’s operations, and what you and
your teams have accomplished is remarkable.
I am thankful that you have made health and safety your top priority. This has not been easy, as it
has required us to change our behavior. In a few short months, we have become hand washers, social distancers and mask wearers. Equally important, we have embraced enhanced hygiene protocols
to keep our workplaces clean and to safeguard the health and wellbeing of our coworkers, our families and our communities. This demonstrates respect for others and personal sacrifice.

In addition, in the midst of natural disasters, the PCA team stepped up to provide resources and
assistance to our affected coworkers and communities. Through it all, we stayed focused on providing
superior paper and packaging products to our customers and ensured that our nation’s supply chain
remained uninterrupted. With our size and scale, this is a significant contribution to the overall economic recovery.
In the coming months, we will be celebrating Halloween, Thanksgiving and the holidays with our
family and friends. Looking back, we have consistently seen an uptick in COVID infections following
holiday weekends — Memorial Day, Independence Day and Labor Day. So let’s all be mindful and
consistently practice social distancing, mask wearing and hand washing. All of these, when practiced
together, have proven to be effective in limiting the spread of the virus.
Also, remember that the flu season is upon us. Because of the pandemic, reducing the spread of
respiratory illnesses (including the flu) this fall and winter is more important than ever. I would like to
remind everyone to consider getting a flu shot as soon as possible.
Finally, to our PCA coworkers affected by the virus, our thoughts are with you, and we send wishes for your quick recovery and good health. And to the entire PCA team, please take care of yourselves and each other.

1 North Field Court, Lake Forest, IL 60045 (800) 456-4725 www.packagingcorp.com
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may be totaled. Damage to the
chip trailer was the bumper, rear
air can and mud flaps.

Pickup truck driver
rams BCT trailer
It was close to noon September 11 when a Wallula Chip
Owner was stopped on Highway 395 due to several accidents ahead. The newer Ford
350 pickup did not stop and hit
the back of the BCT trailer. Visibility was low due to dust and
high winds. While Driver #2
was walking and talking on his
cell phone after the accident, he
was transported to the hospital
for unknown injuries. His pickup

Neighbor tractor hits
BCT on way out
An Owner-Operator was
parked at a Jefferson, Ohio
truck stop when a tractor in the
next space pulled away and
clipped the left fender of the
BCT tractor. The September 10
accident happened at about 4
a.m.

Barriers cause
damage at fuel stop
An Owner pulled into a Pasco, Washington station for fuel

the Morning of September 3 and
hit a concrete barrier as he
turned. It caused damage as a
pole went under the trailer and
caught the tool box and hit a
rim.

Flying freezer causes
harm to BCT tractor
A small freezer fell off a
pickup the evening of September 16. The appliance landed
on Highway 164 near
Groesbeck, Texas. The BCT
driver could not avoid a collision
which damaged a fender and
the radiator along with a valve
on the air supply to the tires.
The driver of the other vehicle
pickup up the freezer and fled
the scene before law enforce-

Now that Scott (Amy’s husband) is living in Alabama
full time now (finally) he has
been helping out a lot with
Everlie and Jaxton. He has
volunteered to coach their
soccer team. GO SHARKS!
-Amy Barron
Jackson Terminal Mgr.
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Kudos
One way we thank
others for their help
making our business
work and better serving our
customers safely.

Trucking
that we had empty trailers available for DLK. Really appreciate
you, thanks for making it look
easy, maybe even “perfect”!

Ames, Tolman thanked
for special efforts

Driver referrals get
us the best drivers

From Mike Hayes
BCT Operations Mgr.

From Patrick Robinson
Driver Recruiting Manager

I’d like to thank Boise Company Driver Jerry Ames for all his
help last Friday. We hired a new
Company Driver Art Telles
(Crawford’s replacement) and
Jerry helped out with the road
test, verifying fuel cards and an-

I’d like to say thank you to all
of our current Owner Operators
for your efforts on recruiting new
drivers to BCT.

swered lots of other questions
way better than I could. Thanks
#1.
We received a return to office
survey this afternoon from PCA
HR and it got me thinking how
much of an asset Tegan Tolman
has been to the COVID crew
here in the office. Although not a
PCA employee, Tegan has been
here every day since the pandemic started and I just want her
to know we appreciate it. She
also helps lots of folks out in the
field, and I’m sure they all feel the
same way. Thanks Tegan.

Our driver referral program
continues to be a huge success
as word of mouth has always
been our best source of good
quality drivers. Thanks for all you
do!

Mgr. offers thanks for
safety and timeliness
From Rebecca Moore
Vancouver Terminal Mgr.
I just wanted to say Thank
You for Driver’s Appreciation.
You are the reason that BCT/
PCA continues to be at the top of
our game delivering product to
our customers on a safe and
timely manner.
So give yourself a pat on the
back for your excellent work ethics and driving habits.

Ames goes extra mile
making service ‘easy’
From Shana Freedman
BCT Load Planner

Thank you Jerry Ames for
coming to the rescue a few
weeks ago and last minute bobtailing from Burley to the SLC
North plant to shuttle trailers so

Jared Ripley

Chance West

Two hired for DeRidder shop
Jared Ripley is a new mechanic at the DeRidder shop. He is a
graduate of Nashville Auto/Diesel College and has been working in
several truck dealerships in Lake Charles. His start date was 8/24/20,
just in time to start hurricane prep. He fell right in and helped us get it
done.
Chance West is our new Service Manager. His start date was
09/28/20. He is a former Marine. He comes to us from AECom, a contractor for the military, doing equipment repairs and maintenance. He is
also pursuing a OH& S degree.
-Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.
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Hayes 22 years is part of the good, the bad and the ugly
BCT hires Mike Hayes to
dispatch the 50 Owner operators that comprise our I-5
fleet. (The Good)
A much younger Jon Gruden leads the Oakland Raiders to a disappointing 8-8
season, missing the playoffs
for fifth consecutive year.
(The Bad)
Clinton- Lewinsky scandal takes place resulting in
impeachment proceedings.
(The Ugly)

Please join me in congratulating Mr. Hayes on 22 years of
BCT employment bliss. I could
tout his many attributes that
contribute to his success as excellent manager, mentor, coach
and friend, but I’m not going to.
We all know what they are. Instead, I will simply thank him for
his 22 years of dedicated, loyal
service to BCT and his 20 years
of service to our country (AF
National Guard).
-Dan Bernert
BCT General Mgr.

Mike Hayes

For Allentown Driver Tim Frankenfield,
safe driving and working allows him to
spend precious time
with his wife Brenda
and Grandson Tim
camping in the great
outdoors.
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Go to: www.protread.com/
1.Click Pro-Tread “User Login”
2.Login:
User ID: YourName (no space be
tween
names)
User ID: YourName (again, exactly
the same)
3. Site ID: Type in “200744”
4.Click “Login”
5.Chose “Lesson Menu”
6.Choose “All Lessons By Title”
7.Choose “IBT—Pre-Trip Inspections”
8.Disclaimer ... Choose “Accept”
9.Lesson loads and starts automatically
10.You see “Congratulations” when
completed.
Click “Stop” button to get credit for
completing the lesson.

Trucking

80% of ALL violations are tied to oversight
s in vehicle inspections.
(CSA)

The top oversights include: LIGHTS, BRAKES
&TIRES

